MORE FUN FOR YOUR STUDENTS...  
... MORE SAVINGS FOR YOU!

The Mini-Sip™ pouch is a fun way to give your students a better beverage experience. Across the country, students currently using Mini-Sip™ pouches say they love feeling the cool milk or juice in their hands and how the pouch actually shrinks as the drink is consumed. This unique experience encourages students to finish the healthy beverages their young bodies need—just for the fun of it!
REACH YOUR WASTE REDUCTION GOALS WITH MINI-SIP

For schools that have been mandated to reduce waste by 50%, the Mini-Sip™ pouch is a big step in the right direction. Mini-Sip™ pouch reduces trash 70% to 80% by volume when compared to cartons and even more cost savings are noticed due to smaller dumpsters and/or reduced pickups.

The evidence is clear, the Mini-Sip™ Pouch is truly the perfect fit for everyone of all ages. Schools have repeatedly claimed that the Mini-Sip™ is actually much easier to open than cartons. With so many new beverage containers on the market today, young children are more familiar and comfortable with inserting a straw to open a package.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

- Less spillage when tipped or dropped
- Tamper resistant
- Beverages taste fresher and feel cooler
- Available in popular healthy drink options – milk, juice and water
- Reduces cooler space by up to 40% compared to cartons
- More energy-efficient. One 12-case dispenser cooler holds 960 Mini-Sip™ Pouches compared to only 600 milk cartons.

LESS PACKAGING, MORE SAVINGS

Liqui-Box welcomes the opportunity to provide you with more information on the Mini-Sip™ pouch program. We’re eager to provide the support and educational materials to make the transition smooth for everyone. One current customer put it best when he said: “Between increased storage space and reduced waste, I can’t afford not to use the Mini-Sip™ pouch. I couldn’t be happier.”

The Mini-Sip™ Pouch...fun for students and more savings for you!

A BETTER PACKAGE IN EVERY CATEGORY

In EPA-commissioned studies, the pouch was rated superior to a polyethylene-coated paper carton in every category. The results found:

- Less energy required to produce
- Less waterborne waste
- Less atmospheric emissions
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